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Lawrence Llveraore Laboratory (LLL) designed a 
cost-effective, regulated 15-V, 7500-A filament supply 
for use with thai High-Voltage. Teat Stand, a major ERDA 
developmental neutral-bean teat facility. The filament. 
aupply can float to 200 fcV and can provide pulse widths' 
up to 30 a. Powered by a 24-V, 0.5-TJbattery bank. It 
avoids the use of expensive isolation transformers and 

, Induction voltage regulators (IVR'a). Battery output 
Is regulated by- a water-cooled resistor-contactor 
combination In which contactora are closed in 
sequential format to create a staircase current wave- . 
form. A fine-tuning network tuneu in-between tha 
"steps" for regulation to less than 0.51. The regula
tor is digitally controlled except for the sense ampli
fiers, which are optically coupled to the digital' 
controller. All ground telemetry 'uses optical links -
to minimize effects of rfi and emi noise in the data 

•' channels. 

Economlca 

Before proceeding with design, LLL made an eco
nomic aurvey to determine the most coat-affective yet 
compatible filament-supply system. He also considered 
filament supplies using an 1VR; isolation and step-
down transformers; a battery-bank-operated transistor, 
pulsewldth-modulatad (PWH) switching regulator; and 
a battery -bank SCR firing and commutation-network 
approach! This "type of water-cooled "resistor-contactor 
aupply;.provided .coat-reduction factora o£ three, two, 
and two, respectively ;-yet it retains excellent 
operational advantages. 

. Design 

The battery bank comprises 20 parallel strings of 
four 6-V, 244-A/h batteries in series for a total of 
24-V and 0.5 TJ of stored energy. Figure 1 ahowa the . 
battery sad contactor connections. 

* ' 
Each aerlea battery string Is Isolated from the 

contactora by a 2-pole, 225-A .circuit breaker with 
shunt tr ip . Tha shunt trips are wired to indicate 
which breaker has tripped (Indication in high-voltage 
module). All breakera msy be tripped by either a 
broken interlock chain, manual operation (maintenance 
on .high-voltage module), or around telemetry. The . 
breakera, which pass about 400-A, wi l l open In 2 to 3 min. 
This w i l l Insure a safe shutdown in case of system 
failures such as faulty telemetry. 

The' contactora are 400-A continuoua-duty aircraft 
starter switches. These prove to be a coat-affective 
tradeoff with solid-state switching devices.- -

The water-cooled reslotors are fabricated from 
0.375"-o.d., 0.020"-wall, type-304 stainless tubing. 

This tubing exhibits 0.0144 ft/ft; i s mechanically 
0.045 0 in length, and nominally tapped at 0.036 ft. 
An array of 39 resistors and contactora comprises the 
coarse-tuning network. Figure 2 depicts the control 
system of the coarse-tuning network. 

The sense amplifier compares the difference 
between V r e f and ' f i i ^ g a f : I f filament voltage la 
too low, the senae amplifier instructs the clock 
steering and control logic to shift the register right, » 
generating "l ' s" at the shift-register output. As aeen 
in, Fig. 2, each "1" output from the ahlft register la 
amplified to drive a contactor that switches In an 
added paraldel realator. Similarly, high-filament 
voltage will , cause the register to shift l e f t , generat
ing "O's" (opening .contactora).' When the system la . 
in null (neither shift right, nor l e f t ) , the nul l -state 
output enablea the fine-tuning network. When V . goes 

to t V (system enable/disable in normal mode), the 40-
bit register la asynchronously cleared. The contactora 
are arranged so that during turn-on no two contactora 
are turned on sequentially on the same breaker (which 
may cause premature tr ip ) ; thus a l l battery atriuga are 
used. The block diagram of the fine-tuning network 
appears in Fig. 3. ' 

Shunt trips 

Fig. 1. Battery and contactor connection. 
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The fine-tuning network consists of four "BCD"-
weighted, water-cooled resistors and contactors. They 
provide short-circuit current steps of 200, 100, 50, 
and 25 A. They are fabricated from type-304 stainless 
steel; 5'5", 0.375" o.d., 0.02" wall; lO'lO",'0.375" o.d.'; 
5'4", 0.25" o.d., 0.016" wall; and 10'8", 0.25" o.d., 

, respectively. A 30-A aeries pass regulator times 
between the least significant bits for high resolution. 
When all four contactors and the series pass are on, 
they are equivalent to one "step" of the coarse-tuning 
network. When the fine-tuning network Is disabled 
(coarse-network tuning), the counter is cleared (con- , 
tactors opened) and the series pass regulator Is 
disabled. After completion of coarse tuning (null), 
the counter nay up count and the series pass may pro
vide current. If V * .is removed, the counter is 
asynchronously cleared and the aeries-pass disabled. 

.The required telemetry from ground to the filament 
controller consists of one analog and one digital ,. 
channel, which are the reference voltage and the open 
breakers r' respectively. The reference voltage controls 
the.system in a normal run mode. If a catastrophic 
event should occur, an "open breaker" command will be 
telemetered. The telemetry from filament controller ' 
.to ground control requires two analog, and two digital 
channels. The analog channels are filament: voltage and 
current, the digital are breaker status and Interlock 
.status. Z'f the interlock chain is broken' (e.g., pump 
failure In the LCW supply), the system will shut down 
safely. A loss o£ telemetry reduces.the reference . 
voltage to zero and provides a normal-mode shutdown. 

The block diagram of the ground control chassis 
appears in Fig. 4.'. 

The' filament is turned on and off with a logic 
level from the neutral-beam timing chassis. .Front-
panel digital voltmeters aonitor the filament reference 
voltage, voltage, and current. There are three levels 
of comparators for system safety and shutdown. . The 
first level of comparators activates a front-panel 
warning light when current or voltage exceed a front- ' 
panel selectable value. If current or voltage exceed 
the second level, there will be a normal-mode shutdown, 
opening all contactors. If;the third level is exceeded, 
a trip-breaker command will be telemetered. If for 

Fig. 5. Filament power supply under construction. 

any reason the system does not respond to these sig
nals, the thermal and magnetic sensitivity of the 
breakers will Bhut it down safely. 

Conclusions 

This type of filament' supply is an excellent 
choice for pulsed neutral-beam systems. Although this 
supply is quite large (Fig. 5), it can be easily scaled 
down for beams requiring less current (most beams 
require 1500 A, not 7.500). This design approach is 
very cost-effective in multiple-beam systems as there 
is no high-cost hardware (such asIVR's, isolation , 
transformers, high-current tapewound. inductors, or 
large arrays of noise-sensitive semiconductor devices). 
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